Fitbit
FB507GYSR
Versa 2 Smart
Watch Stone/Mist
Grey
Meet Fitbit Versa 2 a swimproof watch that elevates
every moment. Use your voice to create alarms, set
bedtime reminders or check the weather with built-in
voice control. Take your look from the gym to the office
with its modern and versatile design. See your stats
with an always-on display mode. Plus get Fitbit Pay,
daily sleep-quality scores, apps, notifications, 4+ day
battery life, 24/7 heart rate and store 300+ songs for an
experience that revolves around you. Key Features
VOICE CONTROL - NEW Use built-in Amazon Alexa to
get quick news, info and weather, set bedtime
reminders and alarms, control your smart home devices
and more just by speaking to your watch. ALWAYS ON
DISPLAY MODE - NEW With always on display mode,
everything you want to see is a quick glance away know
your exercise stats in real-time, and check the time,
even when your hands are full. Turn the mode off to be
more discreet. The choice is yours. Always-on display
requires more frequent charging. ALL-DAY ACTIVITY
TRACKING Fitbit Versa 2 tracks all-day activity like
steps, distance, active minutes, and calories burned to
show how every part of your day gets you closer to your
goals. HEART RATE TRACKING Use 24/7 heart rate
tracking to better track calorie burn, optimise effort
during workouts, see your resting heart rate trends and
cardio fitness level in the Fitbit app. 4+ DAY BATTERY
LIFE A day lasts 24 hours. Versa 2 gives you much

more than that. With 4+ day battery life, Fitbit Versa 2
tracks your morning, night, and everything in between
without needing to stop for a charge. Varies with use
and other factors. *image are for illustration purposes
only
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